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Uh…
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng was very embarrassed, and at the same time was a little
dumbfounded.
This Mu Xixi is really traditional.
It’s been a while, and I’m still worrying about this. While innocence is important, it’s not
as important as life. Besides, I’m just helping her clear the power of Tianhuo Dan, and
nothing else.
Thinking about it, Yue Feng suddenly thought of something, and smiled at Mu Xixi:
“Okay, I won’t approach you, but don’t panic, I have some elixir on me. I’ll look for it to
see if there is a concentration pill.”
Concentration Pill, is a kind of elixir for clearing the mind and concentrating, which is
specially aimed at going crazy.
Before, Yue Feng got some elixir in the secret room of the descendant emperor. At that
time, the situation was urgent, and I didn’t see what was going on. Maybe it wasn’t
necessarily the case that there was a concentration pill.
Um!
Hearing this, Mu Xixi’s eyes lit up and nodded immediately.
At this time, Yue Feng took out all the medicinal pills on his body and carefully identified
them one by one, and he was suddenly very depressed.
Nima, there are so many elixir, but there is no concentration pill.
Seeing Yue Feng’s expression, Mu Xixi’s heart sank, and she was instantly desperate!
Are you really going to take it hard? This is the power of Tianhuo Dan.
She felt as if she was in a volcanic crater, and the incomparably hot temperature was
unbearable, and her sexy body was constantly rolling.
Ugh!
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At this time, Yue Feng sighed and comforted Mu Xixi: “Don’t panic, I can refine it if you
don’t have a concentrating pill, but it takes time, you hold on first, I’ll find some herbs for
pill refining!”
What? ?
Can you refine the Concentration Pill?
Hearing this, Mu Xixi’s delicate body was shocked, and she looked at Yue Feng in
disbelief. At this moment, she was too weak to speak, but in those bright eyes, she was
a little shocked.
Shock!
Ningshendan, in the alchemy technique, is a top-quality elixir. You must know that once
a cultivator goes into the fire, it is equivalent to stepping into the gate of hell. In this
case, only the Ningshendan can save it, as you can imagine, The Importance of
Mindfulness Pill!
Moreover, the refining method of Concentrating Spirit Pill is extremely special, and
ordinary alchemists do not have a formula.
And Yue Feng, who is in front of him, can actually refine the Soul Concentration Pill,
which is simply unbelievable.
“Okay!” Thinking to herself, Mu Xixi nodded. At the same time, she bit her lip tightly to
endure the pain.
“Master!”
At this moment, Song Qian, who was beside him, was very worried: “Can you hold on?
Otherwise, let my brother-in-law help you to expel it!”
Mu Xixi shook her head and bit her lip did not speak.
If Yue Feng were to expel him directly, skin-to-skin contact would be unavoidable.
Although he admired him very much and was considered a friend, he had not yet
reached that point.
“I’m going to find herbs!”
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng shook his head and smiled, turned and walked towards
the woods in the distance.
“Wait!”

As soon as he walked a few steps, he heard Mu Xixi’s weak voice.
Yue Feng stopped, looked back, and saw Mu Xixi biting her lips tightly, her beautiful
face was slightly rosy, with a bit of shyness, and said softly: “You…you should help me
directly. Let’s get rid of it…” The voice was so small that if you didn’t listen carefully, you
couldn’t hear it at all.
To be honest, Mu Xixi has a tough personality, and she will never let Yue Feng touch
her.
But there is no way, the power of Tianhuo Dan is too strong, she can’t hold it at all.
Haha… I
can’t stand it anymore.
Yue Feng smiled slightly, walked over, sat cross-legged in front of Mu Xixi, and said,
“Then let’s start.”
When he said this, Yue Feng looked at Mu Xixi tightly, and the whole person was a little
crazy. .
I have to say, this Mu Xixi is really like a fairy descending from the earth. At this
moment, the perfect curves and beautiful face are really breathtaking.
Mu Xixi didn’t speak, and closed her eyes shyly.
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also smiled.
If my brother-in-law makes a move, Master will definitely be fine.
Whoosh!
However, at this time, there was a sudden burst of aura fluctuations in the sky not far
away, and then, a slender figure, like an elf of the night, flew quickly.
Yue Feng hurriedly turned his head to look, and at this sight, the whole person was
shocked, and his face changed greatly.
What the hell, why is she here?
—
the other side!

Apocalypse Imperial City, in prison.
It was dark outside, and in the cell, Dasheng Sun and Wen Chouchou, as well as
everyone around them, were all depressed, with endless sadness on their expressions.
Ouyang Zhennan was killed by Duan Yu, and Jiang Shan was taken away.
The repeated blows made everyone extremely angry, but also completely desperate.
Yue Feng hasn’t been here for so long, something must have happened outside.
“Squeak–“
At this moment, the prison door was suddenly pushed open, and then a person walked
in slowly, with a playful smile on his face, it was Yue Chen.
Behind him, followed by several garrison troops.
call!
Seeing him, everyone present glared at him, and at the same time they all became
worried.
A day ago, Yue Chen brought Duan Yu, which led to the tragic death of Patriarch
Ouyang. It’s so late today, and he suddenly came in. What is he going to do?
At this moment, Yue Chen raised a smile on the corner of his mouth, looked around,
and finally pointed at Su Qingyan: “Bring her out!”
Hula!
When the words fell, a few imperial guards strode towards the cell and brought Su
Qingyan out.
Su Qingyan’s pretty face was full of anger and she struggled with all her might, but her
hands were tied and acupuncture points were taped, so she couldn’t break free at all.
Swish!
Seeing this scene, the entire cell burst into flames, and everyone stared at Yue Chen
fiercely, yelling curses one by one, wishing to swallow him alive.
“Yue Chen, stop it!”
“Stop, what is coming at me!”

Especially Sun Dasheng, his eyes were blood red, he shouted angrily at Yue Chen:
“Yue Chen, let go of sister-in-law Qingyan, if you want to punish me Come to me, I’ll tell
you, if sister-in-law Qingyan loses a hair tonight, I, Dasheng Sun, will not let you go.”
Before Ouyang Zhennan was killed by Duan Yu in front of him, Dasheng Sun was
already in his heart. It’s hard.
As a life-and-death brother, it’s not a problem if he doesn’t protect his brother’s adoptive
father. If he can’t even protect his woman, he might as well just die.
Made!
Hearing everyone’s anger, Yue Chen’s face suddenly turned gloomy, and he said coldly
to Sun Dasheng: “What are you yelling at? This officer is here to interrogate you
prisoners today, what are you worried about? The first is Su Qingyan, Next, it’s your
turn.”
After speaking, Yue Chen waved his hand: “Take it away!” The voice fell, and he took
the lead in striding out.
Several imperial guards took Su Qingyan and quickly followed.
“Qingyan girl!”
“Qingyan sister-in-law!”
“Sister Qingyan…”
For a time, everyone in the cell was filled with grief and indignation. Tears flowed down
one by one, and they couldn’t help shouting loudly.
call!
At this moment, tears flashed in Su Qingyan’s beautiful eyes, she looked back at
everyone with reluctance, and she was also completely desperate in her heart.
Yue Feng, why haven’t you shown up yet?
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Su Qingyuan, your tears are blurry, Yue Feng, I may not survive tonight, I can’t follow
you and serve you in the future.
Soon, Su Qingyan was brought into the Supervisory Division by Yue Chen.
The Military Supervisory Division is where Yue Chen handles his official duties.

call!
The moment she entered the hall of the Supervisory Division, Su Qingyan was stunned.
I saw that in the hall, there were no torture instruments for extorting confessions, but a
sumptuous banquet table, steaming and fragrant.
This… what’s the situation.
Su Qingyan Bingxue was smart and thoughtful, but when she saw this scene, her whole
mind was a little confused.
“Everyone step back!”
At this moment, Yue Chen waved at a few imperial guards.
“Yes, my lord!” Several soldiers of the Imperial Forest Army responded quickly and
withdrew.
For a time, Yue Chen and Su Qingyan were left in the huge hall.
Swish!
Yue Chen showed a smile, walked over, waved his sword, cut the rope on Su Qingyan’s
hand, and said, “Miss Qingyan, I’m sorry, I’m scared!”
“What do you mean? “Su Qingyan frowned slightly, took a step back, and distanced
herself from Yue Chen, her whole body was on guard.
At this time, there are many tricks, and suddenly being so polite must have ulterior
motives.
Ugh!
Yue Chen sighed and looked helpless, sat at the table, took a glass of wine and drank
it, then looked at Su Qingyan and said, “Miss Qingyan, I know that you and the people
in the cell are both I hate me very much! But I can’t help it, I can’t help myself.”
Su Qingyan’s eyes flickered, but she didn’t respond.
Yue Chen continued: “Yes, I have done a lot of things that I am sorry for Yue Feng
before, and I have always thought about prosperity and wealth, but since the death of
the late emperor, I suddenly figured it out.”
“The late emperor used to think highly of me. With a backer, I can live without food and
clothing for the rest of my life. As a result, just when I was on the rise, the first emperor

died. Although King Guangping became the emperor, he also regarded me highly, but I
can feel it. In the heart of King Guangping, he has always been You didn’t take me as a
confidant.”
When he said this, Yue Chen looked disappointed, while secretly paying attention to Su
Qingyan’s expression.
Su Qingyan still didn’t speak, but she couldn’t help but snorted softly in her heart.
It’s no wonder that King Guangping treats you as a confidant, just like you.
“Huh!”
At this time, Yue Chen took a deep breath and continued with a wry smile: “So I want to
understand that even a strong backer will collapse one day. At that time, when Yue
Feng and the entire Tianqi royal family were fighting, there was nothing to be done. The
fearless aura woke me up at once, people have to rely on themselves, and don’t forget
their roots.”
“I was wrong in the past, and it was a mess! You know, when Duan Yu shot to kill
Patriarch Ouyang last night, I feel very sad, I really want to let you all go, but there is no
way, there are too many guards outside.”
“No matter how you look at me now, I can only make up for it now, so in order not to
attract attention, I can only think The way, bring you out first…”
When he said this, Yue Chen’s face was serious and his tone was very sincere.
“You…”
At this moment, Su Qingyan’s red lips parted lightly, revealing a bit of doubt: “Do you
really think so?”
Puff!
When the words fell, Yue Chen knelt down all of a sudden, tears welled up, very guilty
self-blame: “Miss Qingyan, you are the person Yue Feng trusts most, these words, I can
only tell you, and the first one. Bring you out, if you don’t believe me, kill me.”
Immediately, Yue Chen handed over the sword.
Su Qingyan didn’t answer, there was still suspicion in her beautiful eyes.
How can a person who has done many evils suddenly say that he has reformed himself,
who can believe it?

“Miss Qingyan, you can look outside, I have removed all the guards here!” Yue Chen
pointed to the outside with a sincere face and said, “You can leave now! I will never stop
you! I just hope you After going out, find Yue Feng as soon as possible, and then
cooperate with me to release all those people from Earth Circle!”
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Hearing this, Su Qingyan was slightly moved.
Yue Chen put his words on this, it seems that he really repented.
Moreover, there is indeed not a single guard outside.
“You really let me go?” Su Qingyan couldn’t help asking.
Yue Chen nodded quickly and smiled bitterly: “You still don’t want to believe me? You
are already in my hands. If I deal with you, why would I waste so many words?” After
speaking
, Yue Chen glanced at Fengsheng next to him. The banquet: “I know that you are in the
cell these days, you will not be able to eat or sleep well, so I specially prepared this
table of meals, and this glass of wine, which is not wine, but is mixed with Nayuandan.
After drinking it, you will be able to recover your power quickly, and after you go out, you
will be able to find Yue Feng as soon as possible. Miss Qingyan, whether you believe it
or not, I have already said what you need to say. If you think I am here, It’s inconvenient
for you, then I’ll go out.” The
voice fell, Yue Chen strode out, and disappeared from Su Qingyan’s sight in a blink of
an eye.
In an instant, only Su Qingyan was left in the entire hall of the Supervisory Division.
He…. really wants to let go of himself?
Looking at the direction Yue Chen was leaving, Su Qingyan frowned, unable to calm
down for a while.
The next second, Su Qingyan walked to the table, picked up the glass of wine, leaned
in, and smelled it lightly.
That’s right, it’s not wine.
Su Qingyan could clearly smell that the liquid in the wine glass had an aroma of
medicinal herbs, and the aroma was quite special, it was Nayuan Dan.

However, Su Qingyan didn’t know that in a dark corner outside the hall, there was a pair
of eyes watching this scene with great excitement.
It was Yue Chen!
Yes, everything Yue Chen did before was faked.
Ever since Su Qingyan was arrested, Yue Chen has been thinking about the beauty of
their women, but there are too many eyes and ears in the cell, and Yue Wuya goes to
the cell from time to time to investigate, it is not easy to start.
And today, Yue Wuya went out to work, and Yue Chen knew that his chance had come.
Among the women, Yue Chen was most infatuated with Su Qingyan, so he brought Su
Qingyan out. This woman is proficient in everything about piano, chess, calligraphy and
painting, and it’s so flavorful.
Yue Chen considered that if he forced Su Qingyan, Su Qingyan would definitely
struggle, and when the matter leaked out, he would be in trouble. After all, people like
Su Qingyan were all felons appointed by King Guangping.
Therefore, Yue Chen deliberately performed a play. The purpose was to gain Su
Qingyan’s trust.
And in that wine glass, there are ingredients of Nayuan Dan, but there is also ‘Miyusan’.
No matter how strong and tough a woman is, as long as she takes Miyu Powder, she
will completely lose herself.
Haha….
those few false tears just now didn’t flow in vain.
At this moment, looking at the hall, Su Qingyan picked up the wine glass, Yue Chen’s
face was full of excitement, and his heart was indescribably excited and excited.
As long as Su Qingyan drinks, this beauty will be hers tonight.
in the hall!
Su Qingyan held the wine glass and did not drink it immediately, but stood there
hesitating.
Drink or not?
Yue Chen wouldn’t deliberately act to deceive himself, would he?

After a few minutes, Yue Chen was not seen coming back, Su Qingyan immediately put
down her vigilance and put the wine glass to her mouth.
Gudong!
The next second, Su Qingyan raised her jade neck and drank it directly.
“Haha!”
As soon as he drank, there was a loud laugh from outside, and then, Yue Chen walked
in with a wretched face, very proud: “The dignified Sect Master Wenzong, a famous
talented girl in Dongao Continent, finally returned Wasn’t it a little tricky, got it done?”
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“You…”
Su Qingyan’s pretty face changed, subconsciously she wanted to mobilize her inner
strength, but she couldn’t exert any strength, her tender body softened, and she sat on
the chair.
At this time, Su Qingyan clearly felt that after drinking the cup of things just now, not
only did his inner body not recover, but a strange warm current rose in his dantian.
Not only that, but the brain also started to feel dizzy.
“You shameless person!” At this moment, Su Qingyan realized that she had been
deceived, she was extremely embarrassed, and scolded Yue Chen Jiao.
“Beautiful Su, this is called Bing Tire Deception, haha, let me tell you, the thing you
drank just now is called Mi Yu San. No matter how reserved a woman is, after drinking
it, she will become extremely debauched!” At this moment, Yue Chen slowly He walked
in and said proudly.
What?
Confused?
Hearing this, Su Qingyan’s tender body trembled, and she only felt a dry heat coming
from her body.
The next second, Su Qingyan glared at Yue Chen with shame and anger: “You can do
such despicable acts, aren’t you afraid of thunder?”
Su Qingyan was very regretful when she said this.

Yue Chen, who was in Donghai City back then, tarnished his younger siblings and
framed Yue Feng. Everyone knew about these things. He was simply a beast. How
could he have changed his mind?
Why did you let your guard down just now?
At this time, Yue Chen came over and sat beside Su Qingyan: “To be able to share joy
with the beautiful lady Su is worth it even if the sky is struck by thunder!” wrist.
Su Qingyan ducked for a while, her delicate face was full of resistance and coldness:
“Go away!”
However, she was originally sealed off from her inner strength, and at this time she was
hit by Mi Yu San again. Even if she avoided it, she was still so weak and powerless.
“Tsk tsk, it’s so sexy. You look so angry, it’s really tempting, I’m going to fix you.” Su
Qingyan’s scolding did not make Yue Chen restrain, but stimulated his interest.
After saying this, he grabbed Su Qingyan again!
This time, Yue Chen was much faster, Su Qingyan didn’t dodge, her wrist was tightly
grasped.
Immediately afterwards, Yue Chen got a little closer, sniffed gently in front of her, and
his face was intoxicated: “It’s so fragrant.”
“Go away, go away!”
Su Qing smoked, struggling and drinking tenderly. : “Hurry up and let me go!” However,
with no strength, how can you break free?
“Hehe!”
Yue Chen became more and more excited, and looked at Su Qingyan with a smile: “Call
me, the whole army of the military supervisor has been evacuated by me, it’s just the
two of us here, even if you shout out your throat, No one came in to save you.”
After saying this, Yue Chen grabbed Su Qingyan’s arm with one hand, and prepared to
tear his clothes with the other.
call!
At this moment, Su Qingyan was extremely ashamed and angry, and at the same time
was completely desperate.
Is this God’s will?

If he was defiled by Yue Chen, how could he have the face to see Yue Feng in the
future, he might as well just die.
Boom!
Seeing that Su Qingyan’s skirt was about to be torn apart by Yue Chen, at this critical
moment, the door outside was suddenly kicked open, making a loud noise.
“Mad….ss!”
When a good thing was interrupted, Yue Chen was angry and cursed loudly. At the
same time, he turned his head and looked outside. Seeing this, he almost didn’t frighten
out the heart attack.
It is his wife Chen Yun!
Yue Chen is notoriously afraid of his wife, even if he is a first-rank officer in Tianqi
Continent, he still can’t change this fact.
Swish!
Seeing the scene in front of her, Chen Yun’s face was full of anger, and she saw Su
Qingyan’s face flushed, and she sat on the chair extremely weakly, her eyes blurred,
obviously she was drugged!
At this moment, Yue Chen reacted, squeezed out a smile, and said, “Wife, why are
you…”
Slap!
Before the words were finished, Chen Yun walked over quickly, walked over and
slapped Yue Chen hard, pointed at his nose and cursed.
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“Yue Chen, you bastard, you said that you have official business to do today, and you
won’t go back at night, this is official business? You actually do such a thing, you
bastard, are you worthy of me!”
Puff!
Feeling his wife’s anger, Yue Chen suddenly panicked, and quickly knelt on the ground,
slapped himself constantly: “Wife, wife, I’m wrong, I’m a beast, I’m fascinated, I’m sorry,
I’m sorry.
” , Yue Chen continued to explain: “Actually, I didn’t do anything, just interrogate her
here?”
Anyway, he hasn’t touched Su Qingyan yet, and he hasn’t taken off his clothes, so he
will definitely be able to pass the test!
“Interrogation?”
Chen Yun chuckled, her face full of disbelief: “What’s going on with this table of wine
and vegetables? Also, did you drug her?”
She knew her husband too well and was very lecherous. At a glance, you can see that
Yue Chen is lying.
Uh…
Yue Chen’s face was embarrassed, but he still tried his best to explain: “It’s because
this woman is too tight-lipped, so I decided to prescribe medicine and ask her to tell Yue
Feng’s whereabouts. This banquet is to anesthetize her and let her Relax!”
“Okay, okay, don’t have so many reasons!”
Chen Yun glared at Yue Chen and said impatiently: “You come out with me, I have
something else to tell you!
” In the situation, Yue Chen obviously failed, so Chen Yun didn’t bother to care too
much!
When the words fell, Chen Yun turned around and went to the yard outside.
call!
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Hearing this, Yue Chen secretly breathed a sigh of relief, quickly followed him out, and
then cautiously said, “Wife, what’s the matter?”

“I’m asking you.” Chen Yun glared at him and asked word by word, “Yesterday, at the
ceremony of His Majesty’s enthronement, did a person named Duan Yu come to
congratulate you, and then you took him to the prison, not only with your own eyes
Watching him kill the patriarch of the Ouyang family and help him spread news around
to attract Yue Feng?”
When she said this, Chen Yun’s expression did not fluctuate at all, but she was
extremely ashamed and angry.
Ten years ago, Chen Yun met Duan Yu who was wandering around in the waters of
Donghai City. In the following period, Chen Yun was not only defiled by Duan Yu, but
also suffered endless humiliation.
These things are deeply remembered by Chen Yun, and will never be forgotten for a
lifetime.
I just learned that Duan Yu came to Tianqi Continent, and her husband became friends
with him. Chen Yun didn’t think much about it, and immediately rushed to the
Supervisory Division.
In Chen Yun’s heart, Duan Yu is a mortal enemy, and he can’t wait to cut him with a
thousand swords. How can he make his husband friends with him?
“Yeah!” Yue Chen was stunned for a moment, then nodded. Immediately, he asked very
puzzled: “What’s wrong?”
My wife never asked her official business, what happened today?
Women value chastity more than life, and Chen Yun is the same. Chen Yun has been
buried in the bottom of her heart ten years ago when she was defiled by Duan Yu, and
no one said anything, including Yue Chen.
“What’s wrong?”
Chen Yun stomped angrily: “Yue Chen, do you know that although this Duan Yu is also
from the Earth Circle Continent, he is a ruthless devil. A few years ago, he brought
people back to Earth. The Yuan Continent made a lot of trouble with the Ouyang family,
and also hurt many people in the rivers and lakes, such a person, you should not
interact with him!”
“Although you are a high-ranking official here, we don’t need to go back to the Yuan
Continent, but we are the land. People in the Yuan Continent pay attention to their
reputation, you are friends with people like Duan Yu, and you also help him mutilate the
people in the Yuan Continent, do you want to leave a legacy for thousands of years?”
When saying this, Chen Yun was righteous and could not be refuted.

The truth can’t be told, only these high-sounding reasons can be found.
This….
Hearing this, Yue Chen couldn’t help laughing and laughing, and at the same time
looked puzzled!
This… what the hell is going on here?
Wife what happened? The people who mentioned the Earth Circle Continent before
were all with a posture that had nothing to do with them. Why did they suddenly have a
sense of justice today?
“Did you hear that?”
Seeing Yue Chen’s puzzled face, Chen Yun shouted impatiently, “In the future, I will
separate myself from that Duan Yu, and when necessary, get rid of him, keep this kind
of person. It ‘s a disaster!”
“Okay, I’ll listen to my wife!” Yue Chen squeezed out a smile and quickly comforted.
No matter what the reason, since my wife said so, just do it myself.
In the next second, Yue Chen tilted his head and glanced at Su Qingyan, who was
straight and confused, and carefully said to Chen Yun, “What about… this woman?”
“What? You still miss her?” Yuan stared, angrily said: “Leave it to me!”
Chapter 1727
Ah?
Yue Chen was in a hurry, and quickly said: “I’m afraid this will not work, she is a repeat
offender appointed by His Majesty…”
Before he could finish, Chen Yun interrupted coldly: “Okay, don’t think I don’t. You
know, this woman was secretly brought out of the prison by you, right? You can disobey
the imperial decree and bring her out in private, so you can’t hand it over to me?”
Uh… the
intention was revealed, Yue Chen was very embarrassed, accompanied him. With a
smile on his face, he said, “Then… then leave it to my wife!”
When he said this, Yue Chen had a smile on his face, but he couldn’t tell how
depressed and distressed he was in secret.

Mad, just a little bit, you can enjoy the tenderness of beauty by yourself.
Chen Yun stopped talking nonsense, called her entourage, and took Su Qingyan out of
the Supervisory Division.
At this time, Su Qingyan’s medicinal power completely exploded, her spirit was
completely blurred, and she was already unconscious.
Soon, back at the mansion, under Chen Yun’s arrangement, Su Qingyan was thrown
directly into a dark secret room.
I don’t know how long it has been!
The medicinal power on Su Qingyan’s body gradually dissipated, and she woke up in a
daze, feeling only a splitting headache.
Um?
Are you not defiled?
When she sat up, seeing that her clothes were intact, Su Qingyan was very puzzled.
Thinking to herself, Su Qingyan looked around, but at this moment, her delicate body
trembled! I saw that I was locked in a secret room, the light was dim, and there was a
damp and mildew smell everywhere.
where is this?
This time, Su Qingyan frowned slightly, completely confused!
At that time, when Chen Yun broke in at the Military Supervisory Division, Su Qingyan
was already confused and didn’t know what happened next.
“Squeak–“
Just when Su Qingyan was thinking about it, the door of the room was suddenly pushed
open, and then, Chen Yun walked in slowly with a few servants!
“You…”
Su Qingyan frowned, her eyes fell on Chen Yun: “Who are you?” You are
not in the military supervisor, how could you be in such a place?
“Who am I? You bitch still have the face?” The

voice fell, Chen Yun’s face was full of anger, she walked over and slapped Su Qingyan
in the face!
Snapped!
With a crisp sound, bright red fingerprints appeared on Su Qingyan’s delicate face.
The next second, Chen Yun scolded, her words extremely vicious: “You slut, a repeat
offender appointed by His Majesty, you are about to die, you have no shame at all, and
you dare to seduce my man. If you are caught by me, you still What do you say?”
What?
I seduce your man?
Hearing this, Su Qingyan was extremely embarrassed, looked at Chen Yun and said,
“What are you talking about? You are Yue Chen’s wife, please don’t spit, he used
despicable and shameless methods…”
” I’m bloody?”
Chen Yun sneered: “Bitch woman, you still quibble? You’re really cheap and thickskinned!”
Then, Chen Yun’s tone was cold, and she waved her hand: “Teach me a good lesson
for this shameless slut.”
She was forced to leave the Earth Circle, and was humiliated by Duan Yu. All of this
was caused by Yue Feng, and Su Qingyan was Yue Feng’s woman. Now that she has
fallen into her own hands, how could she easily forgive her? ?
More importantly, Su Qingyan is as beautiful as a fairy, even her husband is fascinated,
how can she bear it?
“Yes, ma’am!” The
voice fell, and a maid came out behind her. It was Chen Yun’s confidant Yingxia.
With a slight smile, Ying Xia held a leather whip tightly in her hand and walked straight
to Su Qingyan!
“What are you doing?”
Su Qingyan was furious when she saw Yingxia walking over with her whip held tightly!
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How can you be humiliated by the woman of Yue Feng, the dignified Sect Master of
Wenzong? Ying Xia’s face was full of contempt: “A convicted criminal, who is about to
die, yet dares
to seduce adults, so shameless, see how I teach you a lesson for Madam!
“
On Su Qingyan’s body.
Although the whip had no barbs, it was soaked in salt water. In an instant, where the
whip hit, the flesh was broken open, and blood poured out, soaking Su Qingyan’s long
skirt!
Su Qingjiao’s body trembled violently under the stimulation of the salt water. He bit his
lip, but didn’t say a word.
“Tie me up!”
Seeing Su Qingyan so relieved, Chen Yun was very angry and said coldly.
“Hula!” The
voice fell, and several guards came over and directly tied Su Qingyan.
In the blink of an eye, Su Qingyan was bound by Wuhua, unable to move!
At this time, Chen Yun walked over slowly, with a proud face, and said slowly: “Su
Qingyan, I heard that you are the Sect Master of Wenzong, and you have a high status
in the world of Dongao Continent. I really didn’t expect that you are now a prisoner. I
couldn’t stand my loneliness, so I took the initiative to seduce a man! As a woman, I’m
embarrassed for you!”
Hearing this, Su Qingyan was extremely embarrassed and looked at Chen Yun
fearlessly, with a firm tone: “I’ll say it again, I didn’t seduce Yue Chen, it was he who
had bad intentions, if you want to take care of it, go take care of your husband!” “
Okay! Okay! You bitch, you dare to bite back!”
Su Qingyan: “Having done such a shameless thing and being so stubborn, continue to
beat me until she admits it!”
The voice fell, and Yingxia waved the soft whip again.
Snapped! Snapped! Snapped!

A burst of thumping sounded, and the people around were terrified.
Su Qingyan gritted her teeth tightly, endured the pain, and her expression was
extremely firm.
“Mrs. Yue, Mr. Jingguan is here!”
At this moment, a voice came from outside the secret room, and then, a handsome
figure walked in slowly.
This man, about forty years old, was dressed in a gray robe, and his whole body was
filled with a free and easy temperament.
Since becoming the military supervisor’s wife, Chen Yun has met many dignitaries in
the imperial city, as well as many strange people in all corners of the world, and this
Jingguan is one of them.
Jing Guan claims to be a door-to-door person and is good at visualizing fortune-telling.
After getting acquainted with Chen Yun, he once calculated a few hexagrams for her,
and it was very effective. Chen Yun trusted him very much.
“Mr. Jingguan, you are here!”
Seeing Jingguan, Chen Yun greeted with a smile, and she was completely different
from the viciousness just now.
Jing Guan smiled slightly: “I didn’t find Mrs. in the front hall just now. I didn’t expect Mrs.
to educate servants here, eh?” As
he was talking, Jing Guan’s eyes fell on Su Qingyan, and he was stunned for a moment.
hiss!
This….isn’t this Su Qingyan, Sect Master Wenzong of Dongao Continent?
In a daze, looking at Su Qingyan’s eyes, a strange light flashed.
It has to be said that Su Qingyan deserves to be a goddess-level existence, even
though he is bound by five flowers and dripping with blood, he still can’t hide his elegant
temperament.
“Mrs Yue, what’s going on?”
After a few seconds, Jing Guan calmed down and couldn’t help asking Chen Yun.

Chen Yun didn’t answer right away, she waved at the servants around her: “You all step
back!”
“Yes, ma’am!” Ying Xia and several servants all exited the secret room.
call!
After everyone left, Chen Yun breathed a sigh of relief and explained the situation to
Jing Guan carefully.
Chen Yun trusts Jingguan very much and does not hide it in the slightest.
After listening, Jing Guan nodded secretly, and then looked at Chen Yun seriously:
“Mrs. Yue, what are you going to do with this Su Qingyan?”
“Torturing her first.” Chen Yun smiled lightly.
Chapter 1729
“I’m going to torture this Su Qingyan again and kill her again.” Chen Yun said with a
smile, but she hated Su Qingyan in her heart. This woman, who dares to seduce her
man, is a sin that deserves death.
“Mrs. Yue!”
Hearing this, her expression changed, and she quickly persuaded: “This is absolutely
impossible!”
“Why?” Chen Yun frowned, her face full of confusion!
Jing Guan smiled, lowered his voice, and said seriously: “Think about it, this Su
Qingyan was a repeat offender appointed by His Majesty, and now you have brought
her back to the mansion, it doesn’t matter how you tortured and humiliated her, but if
she died on your side Your Majesty, if His Majesty finds out, what will be the result?”
This…
Hearing this, Chen Yun’s body was shocked, and the whole person calmed down.
Yes, everything that he and Yue Chen have now is given by King Guangping. If
Longyan is offended, then all the glory and wealth will cease to exist.
Thinking to herself, Chen Yun was a little anxious: “Then what should I do? Just send
her back to the prison?”

Su Qingyan is Yue Feng’s most important woman, just torturing her like this is too
cheap.
Ha ha!
Jing Guan smiled slightly, and said, “Madam wants to vent her anger, but she doesn’t
want to let this matter go out. It’s actually very simple. You can just hand her over to
me!”
After saying that, Jing Guan’s handsome face showed a bit of a hint of anger. The
gloomy and cold: “I can assure you, this woman is definitely better than death in my
hands!”
“Okay!”
Hearing this, a smile appeared on Chen Yun’s face.
…..
the other side!
Before Song Qian ate Tianhuo Dan, her body couldn’t bear it. Mu Xixi healed her, but
Mu Xixi was injured. In desperation, Mu Xixi had to let Yue Feng heal herself.
At this time, Yue Feng was healing Mu Xixi, and when he was at the critical point, he
only saw a woman not far away.
Looking at this woman, Yue Feng was shocked and wanted to cry without tears!
Nima, it’s really a wave of unresolved waves.
I saw this woman who came, wearing a long purple dress, with an extremely compact
body and delicate facial features, just like a fairy in the sky, but her beautiful face was a
bit gloomy.
It is Gonggong!
“Yue Feng, I’ll see where you’re going today!”
When he got to the front, Gong Gong stared at Yue Feng, his eyes flashing with anger!
Emperor Houyi suddenly died suddenly, and the entire palace was in chaos. Gonggong
came out to check the news to see if there were any suspicious people, but he didn’t
expect to meet Yue Feng here!

Before Yue Feng left the palace with Zhu Bajie, Emperor Houyi was furious and ordered
Gonggong to capture Yue Feng and both of them. Now that Emperor Houyi is dead,
Gonggong no longer has to carry out this order, but when he sees Yue Feng , still
angry.
Back then, on Buzhou Mountain, he was trapped by Yue Feng’s formation, and he was
humiliated, and Gonggong would never forget it for the rest of his life.
hum!
The voice fell, and a powerful breath permeated from Gonggong! Immediately, he
raised his jade hand and hit Yue Feng with a palm!
“Brother-in-law, be careful!”
Seeing this scene, Song Qian couldn’t help exclaiming, extremely anxious.
At the same time, Mu Xixi bit her lip tightly, with worry in her eyes.
Although she didn’t know Gonggong, Mu Xixi could clearly feel that the strength of this
woman was a level higher than that of Yue Feng, and her explosive power was very
terrifying.
Nima!
Gonggong, this crazy woman, is really haunted!
Seeing Gonggong’s palm call, Yue Feng scolded secretly, and then rushed up quickly.
The next second, Yue Feng raised his hand and collided with Gonggong’s palms! To be
honest, Yue Feng can dodge this palm, but he is afraid that Mu Xixi beside him will be
injured, so he can only confront Gonggong head-on!
clang!
Just hear a loud bang! At the moment when the two palms collided, a tyrannical
fluctuation of internal force swept the Quartet!
Yue Feng and Gonggong groaned at the same time, and they both stepped back
dozens of meters in mid-air!
Chapter 1730
Obviously, no one takes advantage of this palm!

But at this time, Gonggong was suddenly shocked! You must know that her strength is
to cross the tribulation realm! It has been cultivated for thousands of years! She is a
woman called ‘Water God’! But this palm is even on par with this Yue Feng? !
At this time, Gonggong did not know that although Yue Feng was a fifth-stage Martial
Emperor, but in Beiying Palace before, Yue Feng took the elixir of Emperor Houyi, and
his internal strength was also different from what it used to be. At this time, Yue Feng
was only one step away from the Tribulation Realm!
Under the shock, Gong Gong was extremely ashamed and angry, and shouted at Yue
Fengjiao: “Little baby, I haven’t seen you for a few days, and your strength has
increased a lot, but today, no matter what, I want you to kneel and surrender in front of
me!”
“Come on ! Ah! Who is afraid of who!” Yue Feng snorted coldly, not afraid!
To be honest, Yue Feng was really angry at this time.
She was caught by Zhou Qin before, Song Qian was almost alchemy, and she was
humiliated by a villain like Hao Jian. All these Yue Feng could endure, but at this time,
Mu Xixi and Song Qian, their lives were at stake, Gonggong came again Make trouble, I
can’t stand it now.
Nima!
Today, if Mu Xixi and Song Qian are not treated in time, they will have three long and
two shortcomings, and they will never spare Gonggong!
In a fit of rage, Yue Feng flipped his wrist and slapped Gonggong with his palm!
“I don’t know whether to live or die!”
Gong Gong snorted coldly and directly greeted him.
At this time, Gonggong was also very angry. In the past, when Yue Feng encountered
him, he would turn around and run away. Today, he took the initiative to attack, and
Gonggong held his own identity. How could he bear it?
bang bang bang…
The two of them were in mid-air, constantly shuttled to each other, and bursts of aura
vibrated. At the beginning, they were full of confidence in working together, but after a
few rounds, they felt that something was wrong.
Shocked!

what happened? This Yue Feng is only in the realm of the fifth rank of Martial Emperor,
so he can’t suppress him?
Gong Gong at this time still didn’t know that although Yue Feng was a fifth-stage Martial
Emperor, because of the pure Yang scriptures he cultivated, his internal strength was
pure, and if he burst out with all his strength, it would be enough to fight the Tribulation
Realm!
Seeing this scene, Mu Xixi and Song Qian on the ground were all heartbroken, and they
couldn’t help sweating for Yue Feng.
Especially Mu Xixi, biting her lip tightly, endured the raging power of the Skyfire Pill in
her body, and at the same time, her eyes were fixed on the fierce battle in the air, very
anxious.
The strength of this woman is so strong, Yue Feng can hold it for a while, I am afraid
that after a long battle, she will lose.
hum!
Just as Yue Feng and Gonggong were fighting fiercely, a powerful breath filled the sky
not far away, and then, a man, like a thunder and lightning, flew quickly.
Damn, who is this?
At this moment, Yue Feng subconsciously turned his head to look, and suddenly the
whole person was stupid!
It was a man in golden armor.
This man seemed to be only about thirty years old, with sharp facial features, a pair of
sword eyebrows, eyes like stars, indescribably handsome and handsome, wearing a
golden armor, which set off his tall and straight posture very powerful!
It’s just, this, this… this man is actually riding a dog?
Under the shock, Yue Feng’s eyes slowly looked down, and he saw this man riding a
big black dog under his crotch. This big black dog was huge, dozens of meters long,
with fierce eyes and a mouth full of scorpions. tooth.
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng was stunned.
A handsome and mighty man, paired with a terrifying big black dog, is really
incongruous. But this scene happened in front of him.

What surprised Yue Feng even more was that this man’s strength was so unfathomable
that he couldn’t even feel it.
Nima!
Who is this here?
At the same time, Mu Xixi and Song Qian were also inexplicably nervous.
“Erlang Zhenjun?”
At this moment, Gong Gong was also stunned for a moment, and then muttered.
What?
This… This person is Zhenjun Erlang, Yang Jian?
Hearing this, Yue Feng only felt a buzzing sound in his head, and the whole person was
blinded.
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